IBM – UI Developer

Job type Full-time Regular
Work country USA
Position type Entry level
Work city Austin,TX, Research Triangle Park,NC, Rochester,MN
Deadline: March 9, 2015

Ready to change the way the world works? This is your chance to develop innovative new technology products, as well as your career, with the one of the largest software companies in the world. Hone your expertise alongside fellow talented professionals, where you'll implement exciting software solutions for IBM Cloud.

We're looking for experienced developers with demonstrated proficiency in the implementation of Web User Interfaces that deliver an exceptional user experience which includes high performance with adherence to accessibility and globalization standards. As an IBM Software Developer, you'll use the latest tools and technologies available to deliver state-of-the-art software. You'll be responsible for ensuring that company software components are expertly designed, tested, debugged, verified, and ready for integration into IBM's best-of-breed solutions that help organizations improve their business outcomes in the global marketplace.

Responsibilities:
The role involves working as part of a development team to transform designs into exceptional user experiences. It is essential that a developer in this role have an understanding of the key business goals that have been set, but also is aware of the overall architecture of IBM Cloud solutions and the implications of design decisions. The role requires demonstrated experience with current technologies and an ability investigate and learn new technologies. The candidate must be a self-starter, demonstrate effective communication and documentation skills, and be able to work with a wide variety of people (designers, information developers, developers, product owners, etc.)

The IBM Cloud team has an immediate opening for a web developer.

Required
· Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, IT, Engineering
· At least 2 years experience in Web User Interface Development
· At least 2 years experience in JavaScript (including popular frameworks like Node.js), REST-based technologies, Git/Github, shell scripting, HTML, CSS
· English: Fluent

Preferred
· Master's Degree in Computer Science, IT, Engineering
· At least 4 years experience in Web User Interface Development
· At least 4 years experience in JavaScript (including popular frameworks like Node.js), RESTh-based technologies, Git/Github, shell scripting, HTML, CSS
· At least 1 year of experience in Docker, OpenStack, CloudFoundry
· At least 1 year of experience in Web UI automation
· At least 2 years of experience with virtualization tools
· Knowledge of Web UI Design principles
· At least 2 years experience in Linux

Please send your resume to gihanson@us.ibm.com